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Abstract. To address the problems in the traditional speech signal noise elimination methods, 
such as the residual noise, poor real-time performance and narrow applications a new method is 
proposed to eliminate network voice noise based on deep learning of conditional generation 
adversarial network. In terms of the perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) and short-
time objective intelligibility measure (STOI) functions used as the loss function in the neural 
network, which were used as the loss function in the neural network, the flexibility of the whole 
network was optimized, and the training process of the model simplified. The experimental 
results indicate that, under the noisy environment, especially in a restaurant, the proposed noise 
reduction scheme improves the STOI score by 26.23% and PESQ score by 17.18%, respectively, 
compared with the traditional Wiener noise reduction algorithm. Therefore, the sound sensor's 
noise reduction scheme through our approach has achieved a remarkable noise reduction effect, 
more useful information transmission, and stronger practicability.  
1. Introduction 
With society's development and the improvement of informatization, voice signal as an essential 
communication carrier has become the primary human-computer interaction method[1]. However, the 
interference of various environmental noises makes the sound sensor cannot process the speech 
effectively in practical application [2]. It is necessary to preprocess the speech signal for optimizing the 
effect of speech processing in a noisy environment. Traditional speech de-noising algorithms include 
spectral subtraction, Wiener filtering and least mean square estimation[3-5]. Spectral subtraction is used 
to eliminate noise by subtracting unprocessed speech signal spectrum and noise signal spectrum, which 
has the characteristics of easy operation and high speed. However, rhythmic fluctuation "music noise" 
often appears in practical application, making the processing effect unsatisfied. The Wiener filtering 
method can minimize the difference between the expected signal and the mean square value of the actual 
output signal, which gets the optimal noise filter. However, this method is only suitable for the stationary 
noise signal. The minimum mean square error estimation (MMSE) de-noising method is a de-noising 
scheme based on statistical principle, which uses many parameter tests to determine the independent 
distribution of pure speech signal and noise signal. And the disadvantage of MMSE is that the real-time 
performance of signal processing is poor. The speech de-noising model based on deep learning can solve 
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traditional speech de-noising algorithms, determined by the characteristics of its deep nonlinear mapping 
network structure. 
Its advantage is that it can approximate complex functions through a large number of training. 
Simultaneously, the neural network has the characteristics of multi-layers and wide width, which can be 
mapped to any function in theory and potential to solve complex problems. Besides, deep learning can 
also help input data-driven variables through the level by level learning method. Through the deep fitting 
of the data, we can avoid more accurate feature extraction. Therefore, the speech de-noising model based 
on deep learning has great potential. In 2013, Lu Xugang et al. proposed a greedy level by level pre-
training strategy for training deep autoencoder (DAE), which significantly improved the performance 
of DAE in recovering pure target speech signal from noisy input speech signal[6]. In 2014, Xu Yong et 
al. proposed a speech enhancement algorithm using deep neural networks (DNN) with multi-layer depth 
architecture, enabling DNN to successfully separate pure speech signal from background noise without 
boring music pseudo-noise in a traditional noise reduction algorithm[7]. In 2015, Weininger et al. 
applied long short-term memory (LSTM) to speech noise reduction, which effectively utilized the 
characteristics of LSTM and achieved better performance in speech noise reduction [8]. In 2016, 
Balduzzi et al. proposed a speech noise reduction model based on recurrent neural networks (RNN) 
because of the time-series characteristics of speech signals, which significantly improved compared with 
DNN's speech noise reduction model [9]. In recent years, most of the speech de-noising models based 
on the traditional neural network are optimized by supervised learning of paired noisy and pure speech 
signals, and by iterative calculation to minimize the differences between the denoised pure speech signal. 
In this way, the distance function is usually based on Minkowski distance, which cannot sufficiently 
reflect human beings' subjective feelings for the processed speech signal. It can often not guarantee that 
the speech signal after noise reduction can achieve high quality and clarity. Therefore, we need a model 
that can autonomously learn the signal distribution mapping law to achieve better speech noise reduction 
according to more detailed speech evaluation index details. 
Generative adversarial networks (GAN) is a new kind of deep learning model with self-game 
characteristics and self-optimization. It can deal with voice signals with strong correlation, strong time-
varying and large data amount. In an ideal situation, speech signal follows Gaussian mixture distribution, 
and human speech signal and noise signal also follow Gaussian mixture distribution with different 
parameters [10]. By generating the self-game and self-optimization of GAN, the mapping relationship 
between pure speech and noisy speech can be well fitted to eliminate noise. To sum up, our work applies 
deep learning to sound sensors and proposes a condition generative adversarial networks (CGAN) 
speech de-noising method based on condition discrimination. Through the powerful data feature 
processing ability of the neural network, faster fitting speed and the self-game and self-optimization 
characteristics of GAN, the noise signal characteristics can be quickly analyzed from the noisy speech 
signal to achieve noise reduction. The noise reduction principle of the sound sensor is shown in Fig. 1. 
2. The basic principle and improvement of Generative adversarial networks 
2.1. The basic principle of Generative adversarial networks 
Generative adversarial networks technology was first proposed by Goodfellow et al. The model consists 
of a generator (G) and a discriminator (D), and its core theory is the zero-sum game [11]. In GAN, the 
generator generates a new data sample by learning a large number of real data samples, and the 
discriminator is responsible for judging the authenticity of the data samples, which is equivalent to a 
classifier. The discriminator receives data samples and discriminates and then feeds back the 
corresponding information to optimize the generator, making the generator's final data closer to the real 
data. With the generator's continuous optimization, the generated data samples are closer to the real data 
samples, promoting the discriminator's ability to identify the authenticity. The two factors 









Figure 1. Schematic diagram of noise reduction principle for sound sensors. 
 
 
Figure 2. Flowchart of GAN's algorithm. 
It is assumed that the pure voice data samples in GAN follow Pdata's
 Ni i=1x . Pg is the data sample 
generated by the generator. We use Pg(x;g) to describe its data distribution. Input signal z with noise，
then the neural network is used to approximate x : 
 
Figure 3. Flowchart of generator's algorithm. 
 
The objective function of the generator can be calculated by the following formula (1): 
 *
G
G =arg min [log(1-D(G(z)))]  (1) 
The discriminator further classifies the data through neural network D(x;d), when the value of 
D(x;d) approaches 1, the higher the probability of input sample x coming from the real data sample; 
the closer D(x;d) is to 0, the more approximate the input sample x is from the generator. The flowchart 
of the discriminator algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. 
The objective function of the discriminator can be calculated by the following formula (2): 
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D =arg max{ [logD(x)]+ [log(1-D(G(z)))]}    (2) 
  
 
Figure 4. Flowchart of discriminator algorithm. 
 
Combining formula (1) and formula (2), the total objective function V(D, G) is: 
 
data gx~P x~P
V(D,G)= [logD(x)]+ [log(1-D(x))]    (3) 
In the training process of generating a confrontation network, the generator's parameters need to be 
fixed first and optimize the parameter of discriminator D*G. Then fix the discriminator parameter D*G to 




x P G x P GD G
G arg min[ (log D ) (log D )]      (4) 
According to Kullback Leibler divergence theorem [12], ，formula (4) can be transformed into 
formula (5)： 
 *
data g data g
data g
G
P + P P + P
G  = KL(P ) + KL(P ) - log4]
2 2
  
arg min  [  
D
  (5) 




G (P =P )
1
D =   
2
  (6) 
In formula (6), P*g is the data sample generated when the generator reaches the ideal level. Through 
the above operating, the generator and discriminator in GAN can achieve the optimal balance state and 
produce the best noise reduction effect. 
2.2. Improvement of generative adversarial networks 
However, GAN's discriminator makes a simple 0 / 1 evaluation with input data samples in practical 
application, which is too simple to generate better data samples. It may make the whole noise reduction 
model chain collapse in the training process[13]. To solve these problems, we use two speech signal 
quality evaluation functions (Perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) and short-time objective 
intelligibility (STOI)) in the loss function for optimizing the training process.  
2.2.1. Speech quality evaluation criteria. (1) Perceptual evaluation of speech quality(PESQ) speech 
quality perception evaluation is a standard method to evaluate speech quality[14], The principle of PESQ 
is aligning the pure speech signal with the test signal of PESQ in time and realize auditory transformation, 
and finally evaluate the quality of output speech through formula (7): 
 SYM ASYMPESQ = 4.5-0.1 d  - 0.0309 d   (7) 
Where dSYM is the intensity of symmetric interference signal and dASYM is the intensity of asymmetric 
interference signal. Experiments show that the score range of PESQ is [0.5, 4.5]. The higher score with 
the higher speech quality and vice versa. 
(2) Short-time objective intelligibility (STOI) is a new criterion for evaluating speech intelligibility 
proposed by Taal et al. in 2011[15]. Unlike other test models, which rely on global information to 
evaluate speech quality, STOI is an objective evaluation algorithm based on short-time (386 ms) signals. 
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The score range calculated by STOI is [0, 1]. The higher score with the higher speech quality and vice 
versa. 
2.2.2. Improvement of the loss function. It is necessary to map the original signal x to the corresponding 
pure voice signal y through the minimum loss function in the generative adversarial networks model, as 
shown in the following formula (8): 
 2G(CGAN) x 1L = λ(D(G(x),x)-1) + G(x)-y‖ ‖     (8) 
In our research, we optimize the training mode of the discriminator firstly. For the loss function of 
the discriminator, the evaluation function PESQ and STOI are introduced, and the optimized 
discriminator function is shown in the following formula (9): 
 2 2D(CGAN) x,yL = (D(y,y)-Q(y,y)) +(D(G(x),y)-Q(G(x),y) )       (9) 
After optimization, the discriminator's evaluation for the received speech signal is no longer 0 or 1. 
It is based on the score obtained by PESQ and STOI, which can further evaluate the authenticity degree 
of the signal (the quality of the speech signal after noise reduction) and achieve a better discrimination 
effect and guide the machine's training more accurately. However, as the effective value range of PESQ 
is [0.5, 4.5] and STOI is [0, 1], it is necessary to weigh them, as shown in the following formula (10) 
 S(PESQ, STOI) = α×PESQ + β×STOI   (10) 
Where  is the weighting parameter of PESQ,  is the weighting parameter of STOI, and S (PESQ, 
STOI) is the score of the weighted speech signal, it can be seen from formula (9) that the loss function 
of a generator in CGAN has more advantages than that in traditional GAN, and the gradient convergence 
more effective. Therefore, the formula is improved as shown in formula (11): 
 2G(S-GAN) xL = (D(G(x),y)-S(PESQ, STOI))     (11) 
The improved GAN model is a CGAN model with condition judgment. 
3. Speech signal noise elimination method based on CGAN 
3.1. The model of CGAN 
The speech signal is a one-dimensional time-series signal, and the correlation between the sampling 
points of each signal is robust. Therefore, we can use bidirectional long short term memory (BLSTM) 
to process the speech signal. The model generator network in our conditional discriminant generative 
adversarial networks comprises one BLSTM level and two fully connected levels. Each level is 
composed of 200 nodes, 300 Leaky-ReLU nodes and 257 sigmoid nodes. The schematic diagram of the 
generator network structure is shown in Fig. 5. 
 
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of generator network structure. 
 
The discriminator consists of five two-dimensional convolution levels, one two-bit global average 
pooling layer and three fully connected layers. The number and size of convolution kernels are: [10, 
(3,3)], [15, (5,5)], [25, (7,7)], [40, (9,9)], [50, (11,11)][16]. Through the two-dimensional average 
pooling layer, different lengths of speech input are fixed in 50 dimensions. The three fully connected 
levels are composed of 50 Leaky-ReLU nodes and 1 linear node—the Schematic diagram of the 
discriminator network structure in Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of the discriminator network structure. 
3.2. The Noise elimination model based on CGAN 
3.2.1. Data preprocessing. Before the network model processes the voice signal, it is necessary to 
preprocess the input data. The preprocessing process includes pre-emphasis processing[17] and sub-
frame plus windows processing[18]. We use FIR high pass filter (Finite Impulse Response) to enhance 
the high-frequency part of the signal at the beginning of the transmission line[19], to reduce the 
attenuation of high-frequency components in the transmission process and realize the pre-emphasis of 
the signal. Because the speech signal has short-term stability characteristics (it remains relatively 
unchanged in a short time range (10-30ms)), it can be used in frame processing. Because the speech 
signal has short-term stability characteristics (it remains relatively unchanged in a short time range (10-
30ms)), it can be used in frame processing. After the frame length is 1024 and the frameshift length is 
512, the jumping discontinuity is easy to appear between each frame's signals. To reduce the error, 
windowing is usually needed. We use the Hamming window[20] function to process the signal 
continuously. Finally, each frame's speech spectrum is obtained by short-time Fourier transform and 
input spectrum into GAN for training. 
3.2.2. Training process. Firstly, the discriminator has initialized: the pure speech is input into the 
discriminator and the speech signal scoring function respectively to obtain the predicted score and the 
total score, and then the initial discriminator is obtained by the minimum mean square error method for 
the two scores. Furthermore, the generator is training: fix the parameters of the initialization 
discriminator at this time, input the noisy speech signal into the generator to get the denoised speech, 
and then get the predicted score through the discriminator; at the same time, the pure speech 
corresponding to the noisy speech gets the total score through the speech scoring function. The two 
scores are calculated by the least mean square error method, and then the parameters of the generator 
are optimized circularly until the noise reduction speech output by the generator can get the current 
maximum score. 
The parameters of the generator are fixed to train the discriminator. The denoised speech and the 
corresponding pure speech generated by the noisy speech are input into the discriminator respectively 
to get the score. The discriminator parameters are updated by the minimum mean square error method 
so that the discriminator can make an accurate judgment. Repeat the above two steps until the generator's 
noise reduction speech can reach the maximum value of the speech scoring function. The whole GAN 
speech noise reduction model training process is shown in Fig. 7. 
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Figure 7. GAN speech noise reduction model training process. 
4. Algorithm simulation experiment 
To verify this method's actual noise reduction effect in the sound sensor chip, we recorded human audio 
in a quiet environment and noise environment, respectively. The noisy environment's background noise 
comes from three representative noises in the NOISEX-9 dataset[21]: restaurant environment, factory 
workshop and motor vehicle cockpit noisy environment. The recorded audio content is: "Welcome to 
China, you are welcome to Guangzhou!" 
The verification speech of 5s duration was recorded in a quiet environment (≤ 30dB). The verification 
voice effect waveforms of 5s recorded in noisy restaurant environment after noise reduction is shown in 
Fig. 8; the verification voice effect waveforms of 5s recorded in noisy factory environment after noise 
reduction are shown in Fig. 9; the verification voice effect waveforms of 5s recorded in noisy motor 
vehicle cockpit environment after noise reduction are shown in Fig. 10. The contrast effect of speech 
spectrums before and after noise reduction in three environments is shown in Fig. 11. 
 
Figure 8. The waveform of voice noise reduction effect, which was recorded in a restaurant. 
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Figure 9. The waveform of voice noise reduction effect, which was recorded in a factory. 
 
 




Figure 11. Speech spectra before and after noise reduction. 
 
It can be seen that the noise reduction scheme for three kinds of daily noises has achieved a 
pronounced noise removal effect, which is close to the audio recorded in a quiet environment by 
comparing the waveforms and spectrum before and after noise reduction. The GAN method's noise 
reduction scores, classical spectral subtraction method, Wiener method, and MMSE filtering method are 
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compared by STOI and PESQ evaluation in the restaurant, factory workshop, and motor vehicle cockpit 
environment are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. In the three kinds of noise environment, the noise reduction 
scores of GAN are 0.77, 0.71 and 0.82, which are increased by 5.97 ~ 26.23 % compared with other 
noise reduction methods; by PESQ score, the three kinds of noise scores of GAN are 3.41, 3.33 and 3.49, 
which are increased by 6.11 ~ 17.18 % compared with other noise reduction methods. The results show 
that the STOI score and PESQ score of the algorithm are better than those of the traditional de-noising 
voice sensor, and the quality of the processed voice has been significantly improved. 
 
Figure 12. Comparison of PESQ evaluation scores. 
 
Figure 13. Comparison STOI evaluation scores. 
5. Conclusion 
In summary, the voice sensor based on the traditional noise reduction scheme is improved, and STOI 
score and PESQ score are introduced as the speech standard of condition evaluation generator to get 
better optimization system parameters. Using the structure of GAN and BLSTM, the generator can better 
extract speech features from the original noisy speech and pure speech and further generate better quality 
noise reduction speech. After conditional generation adversarial network processing noisy speech, the 
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voice sensor's noise reduction effect against the network voice signal is significantly improved than that 
of the traditional voice sensor. The sound sensor based on the generator's noise reduction model can be 
widely used in the front-end processing of speech recognition and other machines to improve speech 
recognition accuracy and speech processing speed. This method has a better future in obtaining higher 
quality speech in a noisy environment. 
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